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Abstract  
This thesis is based on my own experiences during studies at Kymenlaakso University of 
Applied Sciences and with its entire Cisco subjects that Kyamk is offering. 
 
The Cisco exams were based on checking of the teachers allowing for human mistakes. That 
was not the only problem, in case that more students at the same times needed teacher to 
check their task-based progress during exam, it slowed down student progress. Secondly, the 
students self studying at school or at home lacks teacher‟s help making them struggle, 
sometimes maybe even get stuck, however, still without feedback from the teacher. Lastly, in 
case of teacher who made the scenario was missing, it was almost impossible for the 
substituting teacher to check the results without long preparation. 
 
The aim of this thesis was to create an algorithm that checks student‟s input, processes it and 
gives a feedback in case of correct configuration. 
 
At the end the result is a demonstration of practical use on the advanced routing exam offering 
fast checking with feedback. Even though the work is a demonstration and is therefore an 
alpha version, it shows advantages of using algorithm instead of a human. In future the 
environment could be fused with existing VirtualLab. It would offer checking during the exams 
that fasten up the process not interrupting student‟s workflow. Giving feedback to a student 
when he is working alone or self studying at home, deepened not even the practical skills but 
even theoretical knowledge with good written feedback. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This thesis discusses the problem of networking scenarios at Kymenlaakso 

University of Applied (from now on referred as Kyamk), more specifically the 

difficulties with checking the student‟s progress during lessons or exams. Until 

now the checking has to be configured manually this makes it vulnerable to 

mistakes and slows down the flow of the exam for each student. Therefore, 

the main goal of this program will be to automatize this checking. The program 

will be set as passive checker waiting for student to write the show command. 

The focus will be on advanced routing study unit and will take advantage of 

statically predefined show commands at the end of every task.  

I have chosen this topic because of my previous interest in programming in 

Java language and interest in Cisco configuration. All my Cisco knowledge 

comes from lessons and self-study and Java from self-study only furthermore 

the general programming experiences comes from six years of studying IT 

field in the school. During studying Cisco courses I have passed several skill 

exams by myself and I have experienced mentioned difficulties on my own. 

Exactly those experiences lead me to choose this as my bachelor‟s thesis 

topic.  

This thesis is divided into two parts, theoretical and practical. The theoretical 

part presents devices and IOS as an operational system running on them. The 

whole chapter follows the path of data from device, through computer and into 

the virtual lab and Java. The first chapter, therefore, will be a brief introduction 

of key aspects of networking followed by virtualization elements and 

technologies associated with the thesis. In the last chapter programming 

language Java its aspects and functions will be described. The practical part is 

a case study program of the topic with the intentions to be developed further. 

The part will be demonstration of the possible use in the intended 

environment. 

2 THEORETICAL PART 

The theoretical part is taken gradually as the flow of the imaginary information 

goes, from devices itself, through networking ending with the Java.  



 
 

2.1 Cisco devices 

As the first point in the process, the chapter discusses Cisco components as 

hardware part chosen for this thesis. The reason behind choosing this 

company is that Cisco is widely known and used. All of the used components 

are running IOS version 15.5 as we can see in Figure 1 after use of show 

version command. (Wu 2016.) 

 

Figure 1 - show version command 

Hardware is virtualized using VirtualLab which is virtualized environment for 

network simulation it was developed by student at Kyamk Jaakko Nurmi and 

Vesa Kankare but with some minor tweaks Cisco scoring can be also used for 

physical devices.  

2.1.1 Cisco 

As has been previously mentioned, network devices used in this thesis are 

developed by Cisco System, Inc. it is a company founded in 1984 by Sandy 

Lerner and Leonard Bosack. Cisco is one of the largest networking companies 

in the world. It manufactures designs and manages networking devices, 

network managements such as Cisco IOS and NX-OS, optical networking and 

data centers. (Cisco Systems Inc 2016.)  

 

2.1.2  IOS 

First the configuration was loaded into the devices via TFTP which was the 

only intended way. Kirk Lougheed, one of the Cisco founders needed to 

change the configuration in hurry at a trade show, so he made quick tweak 

which made it quite the configuration faster and it was the beginning of CLI 

parser. That tweak was simple buffering, input was inserted into a buffer and 

after pressing key shortcut CTRL-Z it was parsed and errors were displayed. 

Even this can be taken like a great innovation it still was not sufficient and the 

process needed to me quicken up, because when error appears, the whole 

buffer must be rewritten in order to make new input. It was changed, and the 



 
 

lines were parsed upon input separately. It was still a basic parser, without 

any help or history commands. The rebuilding of CLI parser to similar 

functionality was done in late 1990 by Terry Slattery, and parser that ran on 

Cisco devices was still without any name.  

Nowadays, Cisco IOS is the operational system used in switches and routers 

which previously ran on CatOS. This package of functions and commands is 

integrated into a multitasking operation system. It contains dozens of levels of 

access, every level or known as mode has its own set of commands adding to 

the number with every level. The modes can be divided into five types, ROM 

monitor mode, user mode, privileged mode, configuration mode and 

configuration sub mode for specific function. The whole system follows this 

exact hierarchy. (Slattery 2007.) 

The hierarchy and CLI configuration starts with user mode with full name User 

EXEC Mode which is indicated by character “>”, the whole prefix is 

“hostname>”, this is the lowest level with the least command possible. 

Commands are here mostly of showing nature rather than configuring. 

Configuration can be done for terminal but only on a temporary basis, this 

level can be used for a connection to remote devices and in order to perform 

basic tests. The privileged EXEC mode can be allowed upon entering 

command enable and it is usually password protected. Same as the user 

EXEC mode, privileged mode can be indicated by character, in this case by 

“#”, the whole text as “hostname#”. By entering command configure 

terminal, terminal changes into global configuration mode and this mode is 

used mostly for configuring the system as a whole. Configuration of the 

specific parts such as interfaces and routing is done by entering specific 

command usually named as the function.  

When CLI is unable to find a valid system which could be launched, the ROM 

Configure Mode is entered. This mode is used for booting up the device or for 

performing diagnostic tests. Last described mode is not exactly a mode which 

is opening different level of privileges and commands. Setup mode is more or 

less interactive part of IOS CLI interface which allows the user to perform first 

configurations after processes such as booting up and performing 

compounded commands. (Chapter: Cisco IOS Command Modes 2016; Boney 

c2005, 2-4.) 



 
 

2.2 Networking 

The abstract concept of networking is today a very wide topic. This chapter 

will be focused on aspects that are considered the most important for this 

thesis. Because the program is connected via TCP/IP one of the chapters is 

focused on this topic, but to explain the whole principal behind it is needed to 

explain more of the basics. Next chapter introduces the basic network 

elements and the next chapter is about the most important standard of 

theoretical networking principles which serve as base for previously 

mentioned TCP/IP. 

Networks are divided by many factors. One of the most important is in this 

case the division by span of the network. There are four basic types PAN, 

LAN, MAN and WAN. The smallest one PAN is Personal Area Network, which 

is a small network used for personal devices for example mobile phone, PDA, 

laptop. It is done with technologies such as Bluetooth, IrDA and ZigBee. The 

type of network which connects company or buildings close to each other is 

called LAN - Local Area Network. The second largest is MAN, Metropolitan 

Area Network. As the name says, the purpose is to connect local area 

networks in one city up to tenths of kilometers. Everything larger than MAN is 

called WAN - Wide Area Network. Size of WAN can cover whole country as 

we as the whole world. Today's networks are in most cases built with optical 

cables for longer distances in case of WAN and with UTP copper cable for 

LAN size. Both cables - optical and copper - have many characteristics, 

parameters and functionalities by which they can be divided. However, that is 

beyond the scope of this thesis and can be easily found on the internet. 

Another important factor relates to the different topologies of networks. 

Topology is a logical layout of network. There are several variations of 

topologies but they are usually only a combination of the basic, which are bus, 

ring, mesh, and star and tree topologies. (Beal 2015.) 

2.3 ISO/OSI 

ISO/OSI standard was accepted in 1984 as a default example of 

communication inside a network. Even if ISO/OSI has not been practically 

used, it still works as a theoretical example of network principles. It was an 

important milestone for network communication because earlier networks of 



 
 

different vendors were not compatible. Similar to ISO/OSI is TCP/IP which is 

based upon this model. It has been made to be more flexible and usable. 

TCP/IP will be described closer in oncoming chapter. 

ISO/OSI is divided into seven layers, each of the layers which have pre-

defined functionalities needed for communication. Every layer communicates 

only with the same layer on the receiver side and provides services for the 

next one. Layers are taken from the transport medium i.e. a cable to the 

highest layer.  

 

Figure 2 - OSI layers with its applications and devices. (Mitchell 2015.)  

The diagram in Figure 2 above shows examples of what applications and 

protocols are used on each layer. On the bottom are indicated layers for each 

device. The diagram also describes the flow in each device, for example 

router goes physical layer – data link – network and then back. Firewall is not 

mentioned in the picture. Nowadays firewalls offers deep packet inspections 

which reaches up to seventh layer.  (Egan 2002; UK Essay 2013; Stewart 

2009.) 

2.3.1 Physical Layer 

The purpose of the physical layer is to carry data from point A to point B. 

Along the way, it has several challenges that need to be solved or agreed by 

both sides. Aspects such as how high voltage represents logical 0, the same 

way – how high should be voltage for 1. The sides have to agree on time 

length of bit, duplex system, types of connectors and which pin is used for 

what and what actual physical medium is used. 



 
 

 

Figure 3 - show interface command in IOS CLI (Cisco Switches Interface Status Codes 2011.) 

Some of those factors can be seen on the show interface command (Figure 

3). At the very top the line “hardware is Lance” indicates that Ethernet is used 

because Lance is encoder chipset for Ethernets, that the link is Full-duplex 

with the speed of 100Mb/s. (Egan 2002; UK Essay 2013.) 

2.3.2 Data Link Layer 

Unlike the physical layer whose task is only to send the bits over the medium, 

the data link layer secures the correct sending and receiving of packages. The 

packages are called frames and they are circa hundreds of bits large. The 

data link maps the end and beginning of the frame because the data route can 

cause various errors. The layer‟s objective is to compare the number of bits 

sent and received and in case of mismatch evaluate it as error and ask the 

sender to resend the frame. 



 
 

 

Figure 4 - show spanning-tree command in IOS. (Humair 2012.) 

In Figure 4 is example of representation of second layer. This output is show 

spanning-tree which is functionality which prevents topology from making 

loops. First fast Ethernet (Fa0/1) is link which leads to root device and second 

link (Fa0/2) is blocked. On the top is information about root device, his priority, 

MAC address and cost of the link. (Egan 2002; UK Essay 2013.) 

2.3.3 Network Layer 

The data Link layer ensures communication between two ending points. At the 

moment when the communication goes over more nodes, the network layer is 

needed. Networking layer chooses the optimal way through all the nodes 

laying between the start and destination, so called topology using internet 

protocol (IP) addresses. From the network layer, frames are composed into 

packets therefore the information in higher layers is called packets. Routing 

will be described closely in chapter 2.2.3. The command show ip route 

serves as an example of a network layer, and Figure 4 illustrates its output.  



 
 

 

Figure 5 - show ip route in IOS. (Case Study 1 - Static routes 2007.) 

There are multiple routes with addresses with descriptive letters, C for directly 

connected link and O for a link routed via OSPF. Even from this short output, 

the topology around this device can be estimated. (Egan 2002; UK Essay 

2013.) 

2.3.4 Transport Layer 

Transport layer provides services to the next higher layer. Transport layer 

provides data as one compound package to the higher layer rather than 

separated packets. It sends data via a line to the receiving side creating an 

illusion that the destination is directly connected. The feature creating the 

illusion is called end-to-end communication. When it acts as a sender, the 

transport layer dissolves data into packets and when receiving, it compounds 

the data for the higher layer. Due to this, the data which are sent can be of 

any size even if the packet size is limited. (Egan 2002; UK Essay 2013.) 

2.3.5 Session Layer 

The task of the session layer is to manage everything around sessions. In 

order to create a session it asks from the transport layer to make one. This 

session is then used for communication between the participants. If the 

communication has to be somehow regulated for example when the 

communication is not full-duplex, it is the session layer which says when the 

other side can start its stream. In the end it is the session layer which closes 

this connection (session) after the communication is over. (Egan 2002; UK 

Essay 2013.) 



 
 

2.3.6 Presentation Layer 

Every computer represents data differently and the transported data varies 

between types such as texts, numbers. Every computer represents data in a 

slightly different way, and unlike the lower layer which carries data from point 

A to point B, the presentation layer goes deeper into the semantics of data to 

recognize what type of data is transported. All kinds of translations, 

conversions and even data compression and encryption are the responsibility 

of the presentation layer for example character code between IBM computer 

and theirs EBCDIC to standard ASCII. (Egan 2002; UK Essay 2013.) 

2.3.7 Application Layer 

Every end user uses several network applications, such as email client, 

remote login, applications for file transfer and so on. It is not possible to 

include every one of them into application layer due to their variability of every 

type of application. Instead, the application layer acts as a middleman for 

every application, for example email client has a part in the application layer 

which manages traffic with mails and this part is the same on every machine 

and applications communicate via it.  

The widely used example is the incompatibility of remote terminals across the 

world. Application layers contain a virtual terminal which includes the common 

functions of every terminal. The programmer then creates an application 

which is built on top of the virtual one. It secures compatibility between various 

terminals which handles data and input in an entirely different way. (Egan 

2002; UK Essay 2013.) 

2.3.8 TCP/IP 

This internet protocol suite is a package of protocols and standards which are 

not used by any company but are freely accessible in the form of RFC 

(Request for Comments) documents. Unlike OSI model which is used for 

description of network processes, TCP/IP is todays used as a standard. 

TCP/IP suite contains two main functionality protocols – TCP that stands for 

Transmission Control Protocol and internet protocol known as IP.  

TCP is a reliable transmission protocol with error-correction and flow control 

unlike IP which is unreliable, connectionless (without first securing connection 



 
 

with destination side) and best-effort. Best-effort means that IP packets can be 

corrupted, duplicated or completely missing and it is up to higher layers with 

reliable protocols to take care of data correction, in this case TCP. (Parziale, 

Murphy & Eenders 2006, 4-8.) 

2.4 Network routing 

As was previously mentioned, if the destination is not directly connected and 

lies in a different network behind one or many routers, routing functionality is 

used. As IP datagrams travels through one network to another, every IP router 

forwards the packet towards the destination modifying the next hop address. 

This forwarding is called routing. Datagram is package of information used by 

UDP in case of TCP this package is called packet 

The router knows how to reach another network with the help of a routing 

table. The routing table is a list of IP prefixes and defines the next hop 

address how to reach them. Entries in the routing table are obtained via IGPs 

or EGPs. IGP is Interior Gateway Protocol inside of Autonomous system (one 

physical network) such as RIP (Routing Information Protocol) or OSPF (Open 

Short Path First) or from the relation with other autonomous systems using 

EGP (Exterior Gateway Protocol) and the most widely used BGP (Border 

Gateway Protocol). (Parziale, Murphy & Eenders 2006. 9-12.) 

2.5 Virtualization 

Virtualization is a way to abstract applications and their underlying 

components away from the hardware supporting them and present a logical or 

virtual view of these resources (Kusnetzky c2011, 1). The whole network 

topology is virtualized using Nested virtualization which brings another level of 

virtualization. Linux KVM (kernel virtual machine) allows running the other 

virtual machines inside of itself which is crucial because of a virtualization of 

multiple network devices. Fedora is used as Linux KVM distribution in Virtual 

Lab. Kyamk uses VMware as a first layer hypervisor but any other hypervisors 

could be used, such as Virtualbox by Oracle. The first layer hypervisor is host 

hypervisor. Guacamole Clientless Remote Desktop is used for accessing 

inner virtual machine and therefore for user interaction. (Rouse & Martin 

2015.) 



 
 

2.6 Java 

Java is an objected-oriented programming language used in this thesis. Java 

was chosen because of its best compatibility across platforms and which is 

due to the use of byte-code. Java is developed by Oracle since 1991.The 

Java language belongs to C language family and is a derivate of C language. 

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part describes byte-code as 

one of the crucial features of Java with an impact on security and 

compatibility. Second, parsing in general will be explained and the chosen 

method of parsing will be regular expression, will be explained last. (Schildt 

2014, 24-25.) 

2.6.1 Byte-code 

Compiling a program into a native executable code would better be 

performance-wise but in terms of compatibility it is impractical because it 

would have to be compiled for every platform, operation system and processor 

individually. In order to solve this problem Java‟s code is compiled into byte-

code rather than into executable. Byte-code is a pack of instructions and it has 

to be translated for the actual running system, for this purpose there is JVM 

(Java Virtual Machine) as the interpreter of the byte-code. This makes 

possible to run the Java program wherever is JVM or in case of browser after 

downloading small run-time it does the same.  

This way is much more security efficient because JVM has an exactly defined 

operation field and so program running inside cannot access unwanted 

system files and sensitive information in the computer. The solution of 

compiling the code into the byte-code is not best in terms of performance in 

comparison with compiling the code into the executable. In order to partially 

compensate this drawback, there is a functionality called JIT (Just-in-Time) 

which compiles the code part by part when it is needed because compiling the 

program as the whole at the same time is significantly consuming resources 

and not necessary. (Schildt 2014, 26-27.) 



 
 

2.6.2 Regular Expression 

Parsing is a process when algorithm goes through a string of text and 

compares it with a stated condition, norm string or pattern. This allows the 

changing of one into machine-readable sets of strings.  

Regular expressions (regex) were used for the purpose of this thesis. Regex 

is a set of characters which can be combined into a pattern. Regex is a library 

in Java, and the defined pattern is then compiled by regex class and used as 

a comparison for the controlled string. Regex allows far more variety then 

basic string methods in Java and that is why it is the chosen option. In Java, 

the regex has three main classes and two of them make the main building 

blocks. The classes are Pattern, Matcher and PatternSyntaxException, the 

first two are used for most of the declaration. A Pattern object is a compiled 

representation of a regular expression (The Java™ Tutorials c2015). Matcher 

is then matched with an input string which the class is trying to match with the 

pattern. 

Regular expression is easy to learn but hard to master, and in the following 

part is an example for demonstration. This is a simple regex pattern for 

checking if the input string is an email address - ^(.+)@(.+).(.+)$ - It basically 

checks if it is the beginning of a line with the character „^‟ and then it allows all 

characters one or more times „(.+)‟ before „@‟ character and then the same 

until dot-character then again until the end of the line „$‟. In practice, this will 

not work, since it would work only in the ideal world and for practical purposes 

it would have to be far more complicated. (Vogel 2015.) 

3 PRACTICAL PART 

The most important part of this thesis was the implementation of the actual 

program. This chapter describes all parts of the program which will be from 

now on referred to as “application” which is not precise but also not very 

confusing in terms of translation.   

First of all, the basic information about application will be described, its design, 

tools for development and brief description of the classes which go hand by 

hand with the design. In the next chapter, the process of the application will be 

described and the decision made during the development explained.  



 
 

3.1 Application design 

The real practical use of the application is meant to make use of during 

lessons and especially exams. This makes high requirements on the design in 

terms of fluent and easy usability for teachers when they want to create new 

scenarios. This tool is the hardest part of implementation because it has to 

offer a creation process which has a very wide field of variations due to many 

different scenarios and even differs between switching and routing courses. 

The final version should be implemented into the VirtualLab running in the 

background in cooperation with the Guacamole user interface giving a student 

feedback creating one compact environment for teaching and examinations. 

Because of this, Java was the best solution for compatibility issues as it only 

requires small JVM to run inside or outside of the lab environment. 

All the classes are separated for every branch of show command in Cisco 

IOS, which offers easy future development and scalability possibilities. At the 

same time, it follows the system of IOS command levels so it is in this 

viewpoint more natural. More about classes can be found in the chapter 3.3. 

For the user interface outside of the lab environment, perfect Swing library is 

used which offers everything what is needed and at the same time it is widely 

used so it offers the large knowledgebase on the Internet. 

3.2 Developer tools 

For development, Java programming language has been used which offers 

the best features needed for this case as was previously mentioned. This 

leads to a question what IDE should be used. Nowadays, there are many 

options and two of them are well-known – Eclipse IDE and NetBeans. Based 

on my past experience, I have chosen Eclipse as development environment 

for its sufficient features and user-friendly UI. Another, closely related tool to 

Java and Eclipse are libraries used for application development. I found it 

pointless to develop algorithm for TCP connection because many of them 

already exist and they are available for downloading as library. However, most 

of them lack proper technical documentation, and mostly the technical 

documentation is missing completely. For TCP connection, I have used Jsch. 

Official technical documentation is missing but there is another documentation 

not written by the authors themselves and is available at GitHub. The 



 
 

descriptions of methods are brief and not explanatory although it was the best 

documentation available. A second library is used because of insufficient 

documentation and it is Eclipse Git Team provider (EGit). EGit is used for 

pulling repositories from GitHub it was used to pull example uses of Jsch 

library as addition for documentation. 

As a hypervisor, I have chosen VMware which is the most widespread tool 

and probably the best in terms of features. Even if would be possible to run on 

local machine, the whole VirtualLab is running at Kyamk in datacenter‟s ESXi 

because of Cisco licenses. (Turner 2015.) 

Of the programming websites, Stackoverflow is the best option with a large 

user base and tremendous amount of programming related topics with Java 

having the second highest quantity of references. I have used it throughout 

the whole developing process because it offers great help and tips. As has 

been said, regex is a powerful tool for string parsing, but at the same time the 

number of variations is too large to be checked via the main application which 

needs always a few seconds to load and connect. This is a factor which 

significantly slows down in case of many incrementations. For the purpose of 

testing regex, it is better to find an easy to use tool on the Internet. The most 

suitable for my needs was regex generator available at Regexr.com. Even if 

this tool is for JavaScript and does not support lookbehind function, it was not 

a problem in the end at all. (de Vries 2015.) 

UML diagrams are used to demonstrate the functions of this application, and 

for creating those diagrams I have used website Creately which offers a nice 

simple UI. (JCraft c2014; Creately c2016; GitHub c2016; Eclipse c2016; 

Stackoverflow 2016.) 

3.3 Class description 

At this point, the application has twelve classes, which number should expand 

as the application is meant to be developed further. By adding more variability 

and supporting more commands beyond the advanced routing exam, and the 

application will grow. Until now the classes are in one package which makes it 

confusing but in one place, and adding more packages could improve security 

but also add another type of confusion with things not being in one place. That 

is the reason why it is better to keep it in its current form. 



 
 

Classes are separated into three imaginary packages: those which prepare 

the objects, those that connect via TCP and those that read scenario from text 

file. SimpleTCP that contains method Main, JframeWindow and interface 

Consumer for communication between StreamCapturer and CapturePane. 

The next package is regex and parsing package including classes 

CapturePane, CheckScenario and OutputCheck. The last one is the package 

of individual commands groups: BGP, OSPF, Ping, Route and Interface that 

also describes the method of final checking where each type of show or ping 

commands has its own class for better transparency and easier future 

scalability. Even if some of the methods for checking each command could be 

done by single method, where current solution almost leads to redundancy but 

that would at the same time create one god method which is not good practice 

either. The line between reasonable usability and redundancy in this case is 

very thin. The way selected for this thesis study is better, as the planned 

future development will be done by someone else than the author. 

3.4 TCP connection 

The application starts in the SimpleTCP class where it first creates an object 

over Jsch library. As was previously mentioned, Jsch library is used for 

connection via TCP/IP. During the development, the VirtualLab was running in  

ESXi in the Kyamk‟s datacenter because of Cisco license issues, which 

means that the application is connecting to 10.69.2.252 on SSH port 22 using 

username host instead of local IP 127.0.0.1. This IP will be used in case of 

implementing application inside of VirtualLab. 

After creating the session, there are number of required channels opened to 

each device on its own predefined port in format 92**. Each device has its 

own output and the same input using System.in which is used only for 

development purposes, and in a real case scenario students will be using 

Guacamole UI. Each device is created as an outputStream object over 

StreamCapturer class which is inherited from outputStream class. As is shown 

in Figure 6 below, because of the inheriting it is possible to override the 

method and change its default functionality.  



 
 

 

Figure 6 – overridden method of outputStream write in StreamCapturer class 

The method write receives a number which represents the code of a character 

sent by a Cisco device. This character is then appended to String buffer which 

allows the creation of the String character by character.  Those characters are 

loaded until the character itself is not an EOF character (end of the line). Then 

it is converted to String and sent via the interface Consumer into its own 

CapturePane object. If the device has been recently connected a message 

with device information will be sent by Jaakko‟s TCP multiplexer. This is the 

crucial part of checking commands and will be discussed in more detail in the 

chapter 3.6. If the condition detects “which is connected” string, it assigns the 

word between that as the device name, and in this position is the name of 

device defined. 

With each device loaded, the variable numberOfDevices is decremented. 

When all of the devices are loaded, a method is called to order taskTable 

array by the device names, and the method read is called in CheckScenario 

class which loads data from text file.  



 
 

 

Figure 7 - Diagram of SimpleTCP and its data flow 

In this process, the data from text file for defining how are used many devices 

should be connected. Then the same number of objects is created making the 

application smoother to run without creating a number of useless objects 

which will be connected only in case of the largest scenarios. The flow of the 

whole program can be seen above in Figure 7.  

The diagram is created for the visualization and better understanding of the 

flow even if it is not following the right UML standards. It is not meant to be 

used as proper and official technical documentation. (Nurmi 2016.) 

 

3.5 Creating of scenario 

In this demonstration, the scenario is made by static keywords which define 

what functionalities should be checked. Even if this is made in the way that it 

allows the user to choose what configurations will be checked in which task 

and what devices are expected to have proper configuration. This functionality 

is needed because not every time all the devices need to be checked. It would 

even be better practice to make the loading of text file dynamically by the user 

where he would input his desired text file with scenario.  



 
 

The whole process for the creation of scenario is done in CheckScenario 

class. The first is called the method write, which only reads the lines. With 

every entry it skips the first line unless it is called from the main method which 

only cares about the first line. The first line contains the information about how 

many devices are needed for the scenario. The method read reads three lines 

(after the first one) and writes them into a String buffer. When it is done, it 

sends a string from the String buffer into taskParser and the String buffer is 

cleaned. 

The method write is visualized in the diagram below in Figure 8. This method 

receives a string of a single task then it starts to work with three arrays. 

TaskTypes which defines the keywords used in the scenario text file, 

taskToCheck where it registers what functionality should be checked in that 

task in exact same order in which it is written in taskTypes and last one called 

deviceNames where it registers in which devices the functionalities should be 

checked. 



 
 

 

Figure 8 - diagram of write method in CheckScenario class 

If the regexChecker will find match between taskTypes and an inputted string 

of particular task, it writes character “x” on that position in the other case an 

“o”. In the same way it goes through the whole taskTypes array checking 

every one of the keywords. This allows a teacher or a student to select in what 

task they want each of the functionality to be checked, offering the possibility 

to create dynamically different scenario with the drawback of being only able 

to choose from the array. 



 
 

Then the taskParser method checks for all the device names in the task and 

writes them into the deviceNames array. Then method setTesting is called, it 

is called with the number of the tasks, array deviceNames and array 

taskToCheck. SetTesting simply adds the whole taskToCheck array on the 

position of the device where it finds the same name and on the position of the 

task. This is done for every task creating the most crucial element in the 

application: The taskTable array. 

TaskTable array is three dimensional arrays which contains name of the 

device at the start of every row, this row contains an “x” or an “o” for every 

task in column. This says if all of the functionalities have been check for that 

task and they are done, in case that some of them is missing or has not been 

check the base on the position zero is still “x”. Every device on every task 

column has the third dimension which basically contains the taskToCheck 

array.  

3.6 User input and output 

The whole process of output and input using Swing library in Java is only for 

development purposes as it would be hard to blindly almost extremely 

program all the aspect without separated visible feedback. All of that could be 

done through build-in console in Eclipse and it was like that in the early stage 

of development. However, with adding multiple devices the console became 

overwhelmed with messages from each device, this was easily solved by 

using Swing library. Each of the device has its own JPanel and inside of it 

JTextArea with separated JPanel for correct output command and lastly for 

outputting the feedback in case of correctly solved task. Part of the code 

which is creating the JPanel in JframeWindow and then adding the 

CapturePane inside of it is shown in Figure 9 below. The UI was done using 

GridLayout for better and responsible interface. In Figure 9 there are also 

three steps. Each of the steps has its own default text which remains 

unchanged until the corresponding task is correctly configured. 



 
 

 

Figure 9 - Part of the code for JframeWindow 

The most challenging task was to redirect the output which is by default being 

showed into the Eclipse console. For this purpose, it was necessary to create 

class which inherits from the OutputStream. Every time that something is 

written into the console it goes through the method write of the OutputStream 

because System.out (console‟s output) is object of the OutputStream. For this 

reason there is StreamCapturer class, as is shown in Figure 7 at the bottom 

part, there is exactly that many StreamCapturer object as number of devices. 

Every device needs its own output which goes into the JTextArea in its own 

JPanel.  

The situation with the input is the, input is send into all of the devices in the 

case of this application but it was meant for development purposes and it was 

sufficient in case of debugging one device at the time. In practical use it is 

perfectly fine to only use the available separated input through Guacamole UI 

than creating another text fields for separated inputs and making the whole 

application even heavier. 

As have been said, each device is object of StreamCapturer method and its 

overriding write method. Write method receives integer which represents the 

value of character. This integer is then transformed into string and appended 

to a String buffer and it is printed to the Eclipse console. This goes until the 

character is character for the end of the line, in that case is the buffer send 

into the interface and then to all classes which are implementing this interface. 



 
 

In this application is the interface implemented by CapturePane class, it has to 

override both of its method. First one is method appendText that sends the 

whole line of text and second one is setMaster which sends object into the 

CapturePane so it can work with actual StreamCaputer object without making 

any complicated reference.  

Origin of this whole solution can be found online available on GitHub. It 

worked only as reference and the final solution in this thesis is heavily 

modified but I would like to give credits to the author for bringing me this 

brilliant idea for this Streamcaputer, CapturePane and interface method. 

(GitHub c2016.) 

3.7 Parsing of commands 

Core of the application is in the parsing of the user input. After the line of 

string is sent into the CapturePane class and its method appendText there 

starts the main parsing process. When the object is created the constructor of 

CapturePane sets layout and adds new JTextArea into the JScrollPane that is 

then added into the whole CapturePane which is inheriting from JPanel 

extending its options. 

The method appendText itself contains one large If condition which ensures 

that every time a new appendText is called it makes a new thread that inside 

calls appendText again. AppendText does two main things for the parsing and 

checking process, it checks the lines of output if it does not start with the 

show or ping command. Besides it appends the text into the JTextArea 

assigned for this object. When the show or ping appears the variable flag is 

set to one, the flag is described in the next part in in this chapter, then a name 

of the device is parsed out of the command and it is assigned to a variable. 

Then this line is appended to a String builder. Seeking the device name 

manually repeatedly every time the show or ping command appears in the 

output is perhaps not the ideal solution in terms of performance, it could be 

done asking the object for its name which already has the same name 

assigned to its variable name and even CapturePane thanks to the interface 

method setMaster knows about the CapturePane object it would be vulnerable 

against some exceptions in case of changed name during the configuring. The 

chosen method is much safer even its drawback is the performance issue, but 

however in application of this size the performance is not such key factor. 



 
 

When the next line is going through this method, while the value of flag is set 

to one, method commandExtractor is called with the line of text. This method 

is another import part in the parsing process. It stores the lines inside of String 

builder until second name of the device together with the sign for the access 

level explained in the chapter 2.1.2. Then the flag is set to zero, the text is 

appended to a special text area where it shows only show and ping 

commands, the whole command is sent to parseDistribution method of 

OutputCheck class together with the command output, the String builder is 

deleted and the whole process goes over again. 

3.8 Seeking correct configuration  

Figure 10 below presents how the OutputCheck class starts with the receiving 

device name and string of the show or ping command. In order to correctly 

recognize the command the first line of the command is taken out which 

contains the command itself. The first line is then parsed into a regexOutput 

array where every position is exactly one word in the command. The final 

regexOutput is then sent to classDistribution.  



 
 

 

Figure 10 - logic tree of commands and flow in the class 

ClassDistribution works as a switch between all methods and classes for 

individual commands. It uses nested switch with functional tree topology 

visualized in Figure 10. The switch goes level by level of the regexOutput 

array. First it checks if the command starts with ping or show. Every time it 

matches it goes level deeper, ends with the final method or in case of not 

matching anything end with the error message that the application was unable 

to find corresponding command. This solution creates large nested switch but 

at the same time it is much faster than using something more complicated 

such as a generic map type which also requires more resources. 

In the moment is the corresponding command found and the method in the 

particular class is called the individual checking comes. Each of the classes 

which are following the same number and names as the leaves of the tree 

except interface which is the for show ip interface as for show interface the 

same (Ospf, Bgp, Route, Interface, Ping). This solution, as has been already 

mentioned follows the idea of scenario creation with its keyword design and it 



 
 

is great for future development and scalability not confusing all of the 

commands into the one god method. 

However, each of the classes work in the similar way all of them receiving the 

string of the show command and some of them more complicated like bgp 

and ospf commands the regexOutput array for more accurate checks. That is 

because commands like show bgp are used multiple times throughout the 

advanced routing exam. When they receive the needed variables either 

distribute the command further into more specialized method or the method 

checks the required string using regex, some of the methods use multiple 

levels when it is necessary. When the string is found using regex the method 

using static variable in CheckScenario which indicates which task is the 

current one and at the same time the last one goes on the position in 

taskTable array and in case its “x” its change it to “o” and call  recheckTable in 

CheckScenario with device position and task position. 

 

3.9 Checking the tasks 

Last step in the process is the checking of the whole tasks and outputting 

some kind of information that the task has been correctly done. Every time the 

value is changed from “x” to “o”, the whole column is checked. When the 

column of the single device and particular task does not contain any “x” the 

base value on the zero position is changed to “o”.  When the whole column of 

task does not contain any “x” the switch case is called, this switch takes 

taskPosition that relates to the task number and in this case sets JLabel of 

that task manually to a another string which indicates that the task have been 

correctly done.  

This is done for every task and every time there is pre-defined JLabel which 

refer to that task. In practical use, this could be done with another class that 

would notify the Guacamole in VirtualLab or could be some kind of API used 

with VirtualLab as well. 

4 CONCLUSION 

At the end if the thesis I am grateful that I have chosen this topic. It allowed 

me to use all the knowledge which I have learned throughout the year at 



 
 

Kyamk into a practical use and at the same I have done my first project in 

Java which was a magnificent experience. On the way there were several 

challenges which were usually crucial starting with the TCP connecting and 

then with the redirecting. All of them have been solved. 

Even though the application was made to be used in the class as self-study 

for student or during the exams, it is still only an alpha version and this should 

only demonstrate the capabilities and generally the advantages of immediate 

checking. I think it has done perfectly even with the basic code it can be done 

and with further development it can be improved into a flawless algorithm.  

The whole application was done without any cooperation with the VirtualLab 

side and with that it can offer improved security and harder bypassing of the 

rules. The application is generally capable of practical use with minor 

improvements. The most important aspect that it would need it is to test it on 

the students and collect data from the behaviour. This testing is impossible for 

me because only in that way it can show what flaw it has and where it can be 

bypass making the task done even its not. 

I did not include the application into the VirtualLab environment because it 

was not necessary for this purpose, and it would be great making one large 

educational environment. Maybe it would be better to find another way of 

checking commands then whole system heavily based on name of devices 

even it is working, it has some major issues, but during the development I 

have assumed that the user is the “ideal” user not trying to break it. 

So in my opinion this is possible way of future checking, which would help in 

the speed and even improved security against human mistakes. Even the 

application is highly at the beginning it is already prove of the concept that 

could be used one day during the lessons. 
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